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INTERVENOR'S BRIEF IN RESPONSE TO APPLICANTS MOTION TO STRIKE
I.

Intervenor's Contention 6 Requires that Systems Interaction and
Multiple Failure Analysis be Taken Into Account in the SER
Intervenor's contention 6 reads

...
-~

I.

,.

~;~·.

., LO.

;

The application inadequately addresses the
increased consequences of accidents considered
in the FSAR, SER, and FES associated with the
operating license review of Dresden Units 2 and
3 due to the increased number of spent fuel
assemblies and additional amounts of defective
fuel to be stored in the spent fuel pool as a
result of the modification.

(;.

It is Intervenor's position, as stated in its opening
statement (Tr.87) that accident analyses based on the single

fail't~re

criteria test are no longer sufficient to meet the requirements
of an NRC licensing board Increased consequences of .accidents due
to the increased number of spent fuel assemblies and defective
fuel to be stored in the spent fuel pool as a result of the
modification must now be evaluated under a multiple-failure criteria
as a result ef, arcong other. :things,. two Appeal Board decisions
occurring since the FSAR, SER and FES associated with the operating
license review of Dresden 2 and 3 were written.

The purpose

;

of Intervenor's cross-examination of Mr. Wohl was to show
that these multiple failure analyses had not been considered
in the Staff's SER.
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Contention 6 does not merely call for a review of· the
same accidents as those considered in the FSAR, SER and FES referred
to above as Applicant's brief(p.3)al.leges.To do so would result· in
ignoring Appeal Board decisions and NUREGs that have been written
since that time and would circumvent the law as it now
·.II.·

stands~

Generic Unresolved Safety Issues Must. be Included in the Staff SER
In Gulf States Utilities Company (River Bend Station,

Units land 2) ALAB 444, 6 NRC 760(1977)

("River Bend") the Appeal

Board held that the SER:
·is the principal document before the licensing
board which reflects the content and outcome of
the staff's review.
The board should therefore
be able to look to that document to ascertain the
extent to which generic unresolved safety problems
which have been previously identified in a TSAR
item,
Task Action Plan, an ACRS report or
elsewhere have been factored into the staff's
analysis for the particular reactor -- and with
what result. To this end, in our view, each SER
shoulq contain a suminary description of those
generic problems under continuing study which have
both .relevance to facilities of the type under·
review and potentially significant public safety
implicati6ns.. River Bend, supra, 6 NRC. at 775.

a

The' relevance of systems interactions and multiple
failure analysis to the reracking of the Dresden spent fuel pool
of course, related to the increased consequences of accidents due.to
the increased number of spent fuel assemblies and defective fuel
assemblies to· be placed in the pool.

f
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The Appeal Board in River Bend further stated that
1n short, ·the board (and the public as well)
should be in a position to ascertain from the SER
itself -- without the need to resort to extrinsic
documents -- the staff's perception of the nature
· and extent of the relationship between each significant
unresolved generic safety question and the eventual
operation of the reactor under scrutiny. Once
again, this assessment might well have a direct
bearing upon the ability of the licensing board
to make the safety findings required of it on the
construction permit level even though the generic
answer to the question remains in the of·f ing.
Among other things, the furnished information
would likely shed light on such alternatively
important considerations as whether {l}
the problem
has already been resolved for the reactor under .
study; (2) there is a reasonaple basis for concluding
that a satisfactory solution will be obtained
before the reactor is put in operation; f:l_/ or
(3) the problem would have no safety implications
until after several years of reactor operation
and, should it not be resolved by then, alternative
means will be available to insure that continued
operation (if permitted at all) would not pose an
undue risk to pub.lie. River Bend, supra, 6 NRC at 775.
The cross-examination of Mr. Wohl conducted by Intervenor
showed that none of these items had been considered _in the

S~aff's

in relation to the unresolved generic safety issue of systems
interaction.
That systems interaction is an generic unresolved safety
issue has been made clear by NUREG 510. and more recently NUREG ·660.
These documents identify generic unresolved safety issues which
include, but are not limited to:

Systems Interaction in Nuclear

Power Plants (Task A-17); Environmental Qualifications of Safety
Related Electricai Equipment (Task A-24); Control of Heavy Loads

SER
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Near Spent Fuel (Task A-36); and Seismic Design Criteria (Task
A-40).

Although at issue is mul-t:iple failure analysis and systems

interaction, all of these could pe applied to this proceeding.
Furthermore, the NRC's post TMI."Lessons Learned" Task Force Report
(NUREG-0585) concluded that the systems interaction issue required
prompt and thorough attention •.

(p.3-3)~(..<:ee

Appendix A).

The River Bend decision involved a construction permit.
The decision in Virginia Electric and Power Company (North Anna
Power Station Units 1 and 2) ALAB-491, 8 NRC 245 (1978) ("North
Anna'') applied the portion of the River Bend decision dealing with
generic unresolved safety issues in an SER to the operating license
proceeding.

The·Appeal Boarq in-North Anna stated:
· In River Bend, we said that such exp1anantions
[as to why operation can proceed even though a
solution to the unresolved safety .issue has not .
been found] should appear in the Safety Evaluation
Report for the facility. We also described
generally the type of reason which would be
sufficient to let construction go on in the face
of an unresolved generic question.6 Where
operation of a facility is involved, similar
analysis is necessary; but, as to certain issues,
the justification for giving an applicant the
green light can obviously be more difficult to
come by. For example, the reason often given
for allowing construction activity is that there
is still time to find a solution and build it
into the plant's design. At the operating
-~·,, .-·.- .... :j'·-:Z:~ '-:.'-t
license stage, that reason is not available. ·~N"oJttlt·· Ann~1·sup1re!
8 NRC at 248 (material in brackets added) \ · · ·
·
·
· < "'·

The Appeal Board then tried to ascertain whether or not
these unresolved:issues had been dealt with appropriately by looking
at the Staff's SER.

The Appeal Board stated in a footnote that it

was not probing deeply into the substance of the reasons put forth
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by the staff for allowing operation to go forward, but they only
looked to see whether the generic safety issues had been taken into
account in a manner that was .at least plausible and that, if proven
to be of substance, would be adequate to justify operation.
North Anna, supra 8 NRC at 248, 249 fn. 7.
The SER submitted by the staff in this proceeding clearly
' ' did not meet the requirements set forth by the Appeal Board in
· either the River Bend or the North Anna decisions, nor did it take
into account what has clearly been labeled a generic unresolved
safety ·issue by NUREG 510 and NUREG 0660.
Applicant's brief (p.7) asserts that Intervenor's crossexamination of Mr. Wohl fails to establish either point (1) or (2)
of the portion of the River Bend decision cited by Applicant.
(App.br.p.6).

It is clear from the discussion above that systems

interaction is considered to be a generic unresolved safety issue
,

of significance.

Mr. Wahl's cross-examination by Intervenor may

not have clearly established this point because Mr. Wohl neither
wrote the Staff's .SER (Tr.p.683) nor did Mr. Wohl, although his
Division of Nuclear Regulatory Commission is part of the Nuclear
Reactor Regulation Office, have firsthand familiarity with
058.5.

(Tr.p.678).

NUREG~

Intervenor clearly established the second point

through Mr. Wahl's cross-examination and showed that there was an
·unsatisfactory assessment of this issue because there was no
assessment of this issue.

,.
-6Applicant's brief states that Applicant is unsure whether
'

'

or not Intervenor is suggesting that·a11 unresolved safety issues
listed in NUREG 510, NUREG 660, and Reg. Guide 1.97 must be addressed.
(App. br. p.7)
issu~s

It is not Intervenor's position that .all of these

be considered.

Intervenor made a point of showing that one

particular unresolved generic safety issue (systems interaction)
.:.

:.

.

. had not been considered in the Staff Is SER.

Furthermore I . it is

not Intervenor's responsibility to determine exactly which systems
interactions should be considered in the SER.

The Task Force in

NUREG-0585 concluded that these interactions were numerous and
complex and needed to be systematically evaluated by the licensee.
(NUREG 0585, p. 3-3).
III.

The Board Must Look at the Staff's SER to Determine
Systems Interaction has been Taken Into Account

i~

The Appeal Board in River Bend decision stated that the
responsibilities of a licensing
.

.

\

~oard

are not confined to

.

consideration and disposition ·of the issues presented to.it by
a party, but to discharge its functions properly the board must
pass judgment on whether the staff review has satisfactorily
come to grips w1th any unresolved generic safety problems which
might have an impact on operation of the facility under consideration.
River· Behd, supra, 6 NRC at 774, 775.
The Board did ask questions at the hearing relating to
one particular aspect of systems interaction and multiple failure
analysis (note Dr. Remick's questioning of Mr. Gilcrest and Mr. Wong
(Tr. pp. 467-495)).

However, the Board did not question Mr. Wohl,

to find out if the generic unresolved safety issue of systems

-7-
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...

interaction had been considered in the SER submitted by the.staff.
Apart from Intervenor's Contention 6, the Board has the responsibility
::

of determining whether or not the st:-aff .took these generic unresolved
safety issues into consideration in its SER.
IV.

CONCLUSION.
Intervenor's contention 6 is not limited by its wording

to the.accidents that were.considered in the FSAR, FES and SER at
: the operating license review of Dresden 2 and 3.

To construe it

as such would be to ignore subsequent analyses such as NUREG.0660
and NUREG 0585 which state how important multiple· failure analyses
- .,:.

are in a licensing proceeding and the Board decisions in both
River Bend and North

Anna~

.To do so would essentially result in

discarding the law as it now exists and allowing ·. Applicant to
go forth in this proceeding based upon law that existed many years
ago.
Intervenor's cross examination of Mr. Wohl shows that the
·Staff did not consider multiple failure analyses in its SER,

a

cle.ar omission of the requirements established in the River Bend
and North Anna decisions.

This is especially important in a case

such as this where with the addition of more spent fuel assemblies
and defective fuel to the spent fuel pools there are increased
accident consequences, and such accidents should be analyzed using
fault trees and event trees such as•those used in WASH-1400.

-8. .:

For these reasons stated above, Applicant's Motion to
Strike should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,
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SECTION 2
SOURCES OF BACKGROUND INFORMATION
2.1:

INTRODUCTION
This section of the report· identi-fies the major sources of

information utilized by MHB during the information gathering portion of this Study.

Specifically, in Subsection 2.2, the NRC's

past policy for the selection of "design basis accidents" is reviewed, particularly the licensing criterion that certain reactor
systems be able to survive any single failure and still accom. plish their safety goal or mission.
Several nuclear plant accidents have demonstrated multiplefailures in which different plant systems interact with each other
in.such a manner
graded.

~hat

the performance of safety systems is

de~

Some of these past accidents, and the accident sequences,

are'- briefly identified in Subsection· 2. 3.

Finally, a summary pf

P.ast U.S. reviews of the systems interaction issue is presented
in Subsection 2.4 of this Study.
2.2:

SELECTION OF DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENTS
Traditionally, the NRC has approached accident and safetj

analysis on a system-by-system basis, using the "single failure
criterion" (See 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix A, .Criterion 21 for
example) .

The effec·t of this is to' require "that a system

2-1

des~gned

·,

-~··

to carry out a specific safety function must be able to fulfill
its mission in spite of the failure of any single component with-

''

in the system, or failure in an associated system that supports
...

its operation. ul/
· Historically, a further assumption in NRC design reviews
and licensing was that if reactor plant systems can handle largescale design basis accidents, they can also handle a spectrum of
.

.

.

:

smaller accidents that are.regarded as being "within the design
envelope."

As a result, emphasis tends to be placed on major

failures within a single system.
tion of smaller failures~

There is inadequate considera-

As both the Kemeny Commission~/ and

the NRC's Special Inquiry Group (Rogovin Report)l/ have pointed out, the tendency is to assume that if the large failures can
be controlled "we need not worry about the analysis of 'less im- ·
portant' accidents," and there is inadequate. consideration of
what happens if multiole pieces of equipment fail from a common
cause. 4 / The Rogovin Report concluded that there is also inadequate consideration of systems interaction--that is, the potential
for adverse,·· accident-causing or accident-contributing interactions
between or among different nuclear plant systems.~/
:
I::

This lack of

consideration is aggravated by the tendency to assign the design

~;

and safety analysis of each system (e.g.' mechanical, electrical,
or nuclear) to a different team of engineering specialists, without ensuring that:· the work of those teams is sufficiently integrated to enable them to identify or assess adverse interactions

2-2
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systems.§_/
bet:ween
.,

"'

'

An his.torical description of the NRC's policy for the re-

view of "design basis accidents" is summarized bv the NRC in the
"'

recently published notice of proposed rulemaking for a range of
degraded core cooling events.I/ .As noted by the NRC, in the
Safety Analysis Report the Applicant for a reactor license is required to determine margins of safety for both normal and abnor-.
.:

~

:

mal operations and to determine ''the adequacy of structures, sys.

.

.

teiils, ·and components provided for prevention of accidents and the
mitigation of the consequences of acciden.ts."

To assist the Ap-

plicant in complying with this regulation, the NRC has published
Regulatory Guide 1.70, Standard Format and Content of Safety
Analysis Reports for Nuclear Power Plants, 8 / which describes the
information to be provided in the Safety Analysis Report.
In particular, section 15 of Regulatory Guide 1.70 provide.s guidance to an Applicant concerning "design basis assumptionis acceptable to the NRC for purposes of determining adequacy of the plant design to meet 1.0 CFR Part 100 criteria."
Regulatory Guide 1.70 explains that these design basis assumptions can, for the most part, be found in regulatory guides
that deal with radiological releases and

sugges~s

use of Regula-

tory Guides 1. 3 and l. 4, Assumptions Used for Evaluation of the .
Potential Radiological Consequences of a Loss-of-Coolant Accident.

Regulatory Guide 1.70 further _states that "This analysis

2-3
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should be referred
_..,

,.

.(!

I

e
...
'design basis analysis.

as .the

Ill

Operat-.

ing events corresponding to design basis assumptions are termed
"design basis accidents," and

sat~sfactory

analysis.conclusions

concerning them allow a judgment that the facility can be operat-

-

ed without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.
It should be·noted that these everits are analyzed primarily for the purpose of establishing the adequacy of engineered
:.

.

:

safety features, such features being those
and components

structur~s,

systems,

designed into a plant to mitigate the consequences

of postulated design basis accidents, and which supplement other
plant features designed to meet performance specifications for
normal operations and anticipated abnormal conditions.
In the Safety Analysis Report the license Applicant is
·.not required, however, to explicitly analyze accidents more severe than the design. basis accidents.~/

This approach is based

.on the assumption that such accidents are of sufficiently low.
·;probability that mitigation of· their consequences is not necessary for public safety.

This low probability was thought to re-

sult from the "defense in depth" approach that requires conservative design, multiple physical barriers, quality assurance for design, manufacture and operation, and continued surveillance and
testing to prevent such accidents.
Furthermore, in reviewing reactor plant designs using the
"design basis accident" approach, the NRC.does not review all

2-4
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\p=:lC_FUres; systems, and components but rather reviews, in varying levels of detail, only those considered "safety grade" by
the Applicant submitting a Safety Analysis Report.

Items con-

sidered by the Applicant to be outside the scope of design basis
accident analyses are generally not considered· to be "safety
grade" and .µ-e not reviewed by the NRC to see whether they will
perform as intended or meet various dependability criteria.
This method of

~lassification

is based on the

noti~n

that things

credited in the analysis of a design basis event or specified in
.the regulations are important to safety and thus are "safety
grade" while all else is "non-safety grade."

Non-safety grade

items do not receive continuing regulatory supervision or surveillance to see that they are properly maintained 6r that their
design.is not changed in some way that might interact negatively
with.other systems.

Instead, these items simply·receive what at-,

tenti·on II!aY be dictated by routine industrial codes and by ·desires
to ·enchance plan availability.
The accident at Three Mile Island, Unit 2, resulted in
core damage more severe than that considered in current.design
basis events and has shown the need to re-examine these histori'

cal approaches to analyzing reactor plant design and plant accidents.
~n

The October, 1979, Report of the President's Commission

the Accident at Three Mile Island recommended that in-depth

2-5
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studies be initiated on the probabilities and consequences (on'.@I·

"

4l

site and offsite) of nuclear power plant accidents, including
the conseq·uences of core meltdown.

This report recommended that

these studies include a variety of small-break, loss-of-coolant
accidents and multiole-failure accidents, with particular atten-·
tiOn. to human failures.
Similarly, the January, 1980, Rogovin Report, Three Mile
Island:

A Report to the Commissioners and to the Public, states

on page 150 that:
" .... we have come far beyond the point at which the
existing, stylized design basis accident review approach is sufficient. The process is not good
enough to pinpoint many important design weaknesses
or to address all the relevant design issues. ·Some
important accidents are outside or are not adequately assessed within the 'design envelope' .; key systems are not 'safety related'; and integration of
human factors into the design is grossly inadequate."

2.3:

MULTIPLE-FAILURE ACCIDENTS AT OPERATING REACTORS
The TMI-2 accident revealed major shortcomings in many of

'the procedures upon which NRC has based its approach to safety.
First, the accident "involved a sequence of events more severe
than those included in current design basis events."lO/ Core
temperatures exceeded 3500°F., 11 1 or more than 1300°F. above·
t.11e level for which ·emergency cooling systems are designed.
chemical reaction bet:ween water and the zirconium fuel

The

~ladding

generated five to ten times as much potentially explosive hydrogen as

is

tems .121

And indeed, although extensive core damage, with

assumed in the design bases for hydrogen control sys-
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crumbling, and possible melting and fusing together

!:Jf fuel pellets and parts of fuel assemblies such as occurred

~t TMI 131 was foreseen as a possible event, it was excluded
erom the design basis since plant safety features were provided
t:o prevent it. 13 1 The transport of radioactive gases and liquid
lnto the auxiliary building (through normal leakage in water

tnake-up and let-down pumps and tanks deliberately run to cool
.

.

:

the reactor coolant pump seals) also fell outside the design bal3is.
Second, the TMI-2 accident involved a sequence of sever)a.l multiple-failures which thus demonstrated the inadequacy of
it..~e

single failure criterion.

In the accident at TMI-2, the

of closed auxiliary feedwater valves, stuck open pi-

~ombination

lot~operated

relief valves, ·and misinformation to the operator

allowed the failure of adequate feedwater and the partial blowdown

.~o

create voids in the primary coolant.

produced

The voids in turn

misleading pressurizer level indications.

This re-

sulted in the operator terminating emergency cooling water,
~hich

eventually resulted in failure of the fuel.

The release

'

of radioactivity was due to the high sump level causing the pump
to turn on and pump radioactive waste to the Auxiliary Building
'

where it was released to the environment as a result of addition-

1

al errors.

The radioactivity in the at:nosphere. fed back through

the control room ventilation system thereby raising the levels
to. the point where special breathing apparatus had to be worn
by the operators trying to control the accident.

After the
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~accident,

the

h~gh

radiation levels in.the containment and the

primary loop have continued to make it very difficult to work
on the system to perform the necessary maintenance functions.
.

.

:

In

.

general, the multiple, interrelated failures involving various
sys.tems and their interactions (with and without human intervention)· were not foreseen in the safety analyses conducted as part
of the licensing proceS·S.
Other accidents such. as the Dresden-2 blowdown in June,.
1970, ·the Browns Ferry fire in March, 1975, and the Crystal River
loss of non-nuclear instrument power resulting in a partial blowdown in February, 1980, all involved the effects of one system on
:another, producing more severe consequences than had -previously
been

expected~

. Also, the

NRC

reviews of the June 28, 1980, par-

tial failure to scram incident at Browns Fen:y-3 disclo.sed a
potential for unacceptable interaction between the control rod
/drive system and the non-sa.fety-grade control air system.

Other

·recent examples of systems interaction, as described in License
Event Reports, are summarized in Appendix A to this report.
The NRC'.s Lessons Learned Task Force, after reviewing the
TMI-2 accident scenario, formed the following conclusion
ing the potential for system interaction:
."The interactions between non-safety-grade and
safety-grade equipment are numerous, varied,
and complex and have not been systematically
evaluated. Even though there is a general requirement that failure of non-safety-grade equipment or structures should not initiate or

2-8
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. ~~·grava te an accid&, there is no comprehensive and systematic demonstration that this
has been. accomplished
.... " 15 I
~

.

.

They recommended that comprehensive st1.ldies of system interaction be conducted by all license applicants.

They further rec-

ommend that these studies cover both safety and non-safety systeins, .··under normal, transient, and accident conditions.

While

.the implications of these recommendations for nuclear safety
regulation are vast, they do not:represent a surprise.to the
nuclear industry.

As evidenced by the• information in the· fol-

lowing portion of this Study, Subsection 2.4, the systems interaction issue has long been recognized as a high-priority, highrisk potential, unresolved safety issue.

2.4:

LONG HISTORY OF SYSTEMS INTERACTION PROGRAM
In November, 1974, the Advisory Committee on Reactor Safe-

guards (ACRS) .fi:rst requested that the .NRC Staff give attention to
the eYaluation of safety systems from a multi-disciplinary point of
view., in order to identify potentially_ undesirable interactions
between plant systems.

The ACRS concern arises because the de-

sign and analysis . of systems is frequently assigned to teams with
functional engineering specialties--such as civil, electrical,
mechanical, or nuclear.

The question is whether the work of

these fiinctional specialties is sufficiently integrated.in their
design and analysis activities to enable t!iem to identify
interactions between and among systems.

~dverse

Such adverse events might
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occur, for example, because designers did not assure that re''·
dµndancy and independence of safety systems were provided under all conditions of operation required, which might happen
if the functional teams were.not adequately coordinated.
In this Study, we will refer to these related deficiencies in accident and safety analysis--the lack of svstems interaction

analysis~

the lack of multiple or

"co~on-ca_i.;~_e"

fa_i_l-

ure analysis, and the tendericy of the "single-failure cr1:~~;_;9~"
to exclude a large number of potentia!
as the "_systems inte.racti9n

issu~-·"

acsJ.~e~_t_:-c:~u~ing

events. -

This issue became extremely

significant after the TMI-2 accident, which itself involved not:
a single failure but rather a series of failures, or domino effect, which included both dependent and· independent multiple
failures.

The Kemeny Commission found that "[t:!he accident at

TMI-2 was a multiple;.failure accident, 1116 1 as did the NRC's
.''.Special Inquiry. Group. 17 I But " [ i [ n the licensing process, ap:plicants are only required to analyze ''single failure' accidents.

They are not required to analyze what happens when two

systems fail independently of each other, 1118 1 rior to assess pos. sible adverse ·interactions among systems.

As a result, the _-

·Kemeny Commission called upon the NRC to emphasize:
"a systems engineering examination of overall
plant design and performance, including interaction among major systems and increased attention to. the possibility of multiple failure. 19/
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the NRC' s Special Inquiry Group also criticized· the NRC' s s·afe ty

and a~cident

analysis as inadequate, 20 1 noting that "one of the

obvious lessons" of TMI-2 "is .the critical need for overall plant
and systems analysis," and, with particular regard to the concentration of engineering design and analysis teams on single speci~lized systems~

that "ltlhere is as much or more of a chance

· that safety matters will 'fall in the cracks' be tween two or more
highly proficient technical groups as there is for a safety error
to be made in any of the specific groups. 1121 /
In addition, in late 1979 the NRC's Advisory Committee on
Reactor Safeguards recommended an investigation at the Indian
Point nuclear plant of the systems interaction issue as follows:
"Thus, uncoverin
of nonconnecte s stems wi
usua v reouire careu , in-situ examination ot the o vsica o ant.
This examination must consider all teatures having
the otential to dama e safe
svstems, includin
The p ysica inspection of the plant could be approached by dividing the plant into 'compartments' following
discernable structures--such as-walls, ceilings,
and floors with appraisable strengths and weaknesses. Doors, stairs, ventilation ducts, piping,
and other penetrations would be evaluated for potential· influence transport (fire, steam, hot air,
etc.). Structures, which act as barriers to the
flow of a damaging influence, would be assessed for
the adequacy of their resistance to such influences.
"In each conrnartment the elements·· of the safe
svstems, inc u ing such extensions as instrument lines
and power or control wiring should be identified on
a 'train basis. 1 The physical ·rulnerabili ty of the .
sarety system elements to nonstandard conditions
(temperature, pressure, water, spray, etc.) should
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be iden t:ified ..
tems as in
~~~~~~~~~~..;..,,,.;.-i tions wou
ave to e assesse i sue
the iden t:ified 'cormartmen t' . boundaries.

consyswithin

"The influence potential of all non-safety elements, including such items as sewer and arain
lines, combustible gas transport and storage,
compressors, and heavy-power circuits and transformers, within the given compartment should be
assessed with resoect to otential for dama in
or isruoting as wit in ucea e ectrica noise)
critical system(s) within the 'compartment' and
the 'compartment' boundary itself.
·
"The invasion of damaging influences through the
barriers or boundaries into the identified compartment would also have to.be assessed. This
would include consideration of entry of ·person-.
nel carrying influence generators such as welding equipment ..
"Special consideration would have to be given to
the identification of conver ence of safe
functions into sin e co artments an the
convergency wit in t e given space.
e ·scuav of
interactions be tween nonconnec·ted svs tems would
also have to include the oossibilitv of non-visible interactions, such as the possibly adverse
errect of failure or one buriea pipe on a nei her ue to scourin~. A stu y or p ant rawings
would be required in connection with this aspect .. " (Emphasis added.) 22/
A'•detailed assessment of the proposed Indian Point Study was not
conducted as part of this contract.

However, a brief discussion of

the current status of the Indian Point investigation is included.
in Sections-· 4 and 5 of this report.
As with.other "generic" unresolved safety issues, the
history of the systems interaction issue has been one of repeated
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~ecognition, classificatio~reclassification,
•

,. '

ol)

Without much progress.·

and rlisting

The ACRS felt that at least some types

):)f systems interaction which might lead.to a significant de-

$radation of safety could be identified and then dealt with
t."lrough a study ·of Licensee. Event Reports (LERs), which each
reactor owner must make when abnormal incidents occur. However, the ACRS itself concluded i~ NUREG-0572 23 1 that a de.

.

.

tailed review of LERs cannot be expected to identify all sys tems interactions.

By far, the bulk of the LERs deal with.

failure of individual components and equipment, t.dth.relativelyfew casc;ades of fail'lires--such as the TMI-2 accident--ref rem an initiating
. . .
.
24/
.
su 1 ting
event.~
Similarly, in 1975 the NRG-commissioned "Rasmussen Report"
:(WASH-1400) recognized that the greatest accident risk is posed
not by the large single (or so-called "design basis") accidents,
but

small loss-of-coolant accidents compounded by multiple
failures or: human error, 25/ such as the 1970 and 1971 accidents
~by

at Commonwealth Edison's Dresden nuclear facility 261 and the
TMI-2 accident.

T"'nile WASH-1400 was severely criticized as overoptimistic by the NRC's Lewis Committee in 1978, 27 1 and the NRC
then formally disavowed WASH-1400's overall conclusions about
the 'low risk of nuclear accidents, 28 1 its recognition of where
the major accident risks lie has not been faulted.

Yet the NRC's

Special Inquiry Group found that "!t!hese types of potential
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accident sources have ... been all but ignored by the NRC in.the

.(:,

regutatory review process. 1129 /
After the systems interaction issue became a high-priority ·
issue in the list of generic unresolved technical issues which
was first published in NUREG-0410, NRC contracted with Sandia
Laboratories to study it.

In December, 1979, Sandia issued its

Phase I report, clarifying some of the potential undesirable interaction areas .not adequately taken into account in the,NRC review process (for details see Section 3 of this Study).

In paral-

lel, the _NRC's post TMI "Lessons Learned" Task Force concluded
nearly a year ago (in NUREG-0585) that the systems interaction
is sue required prompt and thorough a.tten t:Lon during the licensing
process. 30 1
·An assessment of multiple-failure and systems

intera~tion

for U.S. commercial nuclear power stations has been specifically
.precluded in ehe past by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board
-

.

.

·:ruling, ·such as follows, that, based on its test of credibility:
" .... mechanisms which depend upon independent
simultaneous failure of more than one piece of
safety grade equipment also fail the test. Indeed, the single failure criterion embodied in
10 CFR Part 50, Appendix A, supports the view
that the Commission does not intend such mechanisms to be examined. In this regard, the Board
gives no weight whatever to the fact that a
study such as that reported in WASH-1400 may
have considered and evaluated such mechanisms;
we do not view 'credible' in· the present sense
as being synonymous with 'worth looking at'." 31/
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Thus, the systems interaction issue has been a known, un•

~--

4..',

resolved safety issue since at least 1974, when the ACRS requested that the·NRc ·staff give attention to it.

It was a Category A

high-priority generic technical issue in NUREG-0410, published in
32 1 It was classed as a "potential high risk" isJanu;iry ,· 1978 .
sue in the NRC' s 1978 risk-based evaluation of unresolved safety·.
issues. 33 1 ·It was one of the top twenty unresolved safety issues .listed in the NRC's January, 1978, Report to the U.S. Con-

gress~4/

In fact, in the Denton/Steering Committee "point value"

NRC manpower allocation directives, ~issue had a higher point
value. 35 / It is part of the TMI Action Plan (as "Task" II.C.3),
with a priority 1 classification and a point value indicating
that it was again determined to be of high safety significance
for the Action Plan as well. 3 6/
In summary, the systems interaction issue has been recognized again and again as a high-priority, high-risk-potentia.l,
' reso':b.red safety issue.
power stations.

l.in-

It: is directly applicable to all nuclear_

,
-':'·

At least three different possible approaches to

the issue have been suggested:

a "fault-tree" approach, as in

WASH-1400 (Section 3 of this Study); a physical plant inspection
of interaction possibilities, as the ACRS suggested for the West-.
inghouse-designed Indian Point nuclear plant; and a
analysis based on a single initiating event

(e.~

site~specific

.. an earthauake)

as the ACRS requested be performed for the Diablo Canyon plant
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fh California (Section 5 of this Study) .
2.5:

•

SUMMARY
Safety systems for commercial nuclear power stations are

designed based on the criterion that they must be able to survive any single failure and still accomplish their safety goal
or mission.

This has resulted in a level of redundancy and, in

some cases, diversity, to make systems capable of complying with
the single failure criterion.

However, several accidents, in-

cluding TMI-2,. have shown that. there are serious safety implications from failures in one system which affect or interact with
De~

o.ther systems to cause additional complicating failures.

tailed plant-specific studies appear needed to assess the potential safety improvement available through reduction in system
interactions by careful consideration of multiple-failures.
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